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Abstract: In the two-dimensional discrete element modeling of displacement of sedimentary layers caused by faulting within
the basement, we attempted to move a rigid basement as if it were an elastic basement by controlling its motion through
application of dislocation solutions. An advantage of our modeling procedure is that we can discuss displacement fields of
sedimentary layers in connection with fault parameters. We simulated displacement fields of the sedimentary layers by means of
our modeling procedure and found that our simulated fields are different from the fields obtained in rigid basement models and
are dependent on the selected fault parameters.
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1. Introduction
The discrete element method [1, 2] is one of the most
powerful numerical tools for simulating nonlinear structural
phenomena, such as large deformations and fracture initiation
and propagation. This modeling procedure has been applied
not only to engineering fields [3, 4] but also to a number of
geological and geophysical problems [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15].
References [16, 17, 18] investigated how an inhomogeneity
in a sedimentary layer or the dip angle of a fault, or both, affect
the displacement field of the sedimentary layer. Reference [19]
showed that the mechanical conditions (e.g., homogeneity or
inhomogeneity) of layers determine the forms of the resulting
deformation in sedimentary layers (e.g., transition from
trishear to kink-band fault propagation fold). These studies
have given us extensive knowledge about the displacement
processes of sedimentary layers caused by fault motions.
However, in a series of studies, displacements of sedimentary
layers have been simulated by the basement motion,

simplified as shown in Fig. 1(a). Walls are treated as rigid
bodies, the same as elements in discrete element modeling.
The actual basement does not behave as rigid material, and
these models cannot provide information on the magnitude of
fault motion, especially in a two-dimensional analysis.
In this study, we employed Okada's dislocation solutions [20]
for calculation of the basement displacement caused by faulting.
Okada's dislocation solutions provide expressions for deriving
surface displacement fields, which are caused by the movement
of dislocation planes embedded in an elastic isotropic
half-space without the effect of the gravitational field. Hence, in
the strict sense, the solutions cannot be used to derive exact
values for deformation fields for the basements covered by
sedimentary layers. In fact, these would only give first-order
approximations of the basement deformation fields, especially
in case of thick sedimentary layers. However, the advantage of
employing the solutions for calculating basement
displacements is that the displacement fields of sedimentary
layers can be considered in connection with fault parameters.
This feature is useful in interpreting and discussing the
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observed data in terms of both geology and geophysics,
although nature is not so simple and behaves in complicated
manner. Here, we utilized a commercial software package,

Particle Flow Code in two dimensions (PFC2D; Itasca,
Minneapolis, USA [21]), as discrete element analysis software.

Figure 1. Discrete element model in which the basement is treated as a rigid body. A: Discrete element model of the sedimentary layers. The model has a
thickness and width of 900 m and 5000 m, respectively. The sedimentary layers are homogeneous and isotropic and the layers are dark gray and light gray, with
100m intervals, to find deformation fields caused by fault motions. The sedimentary layers are assumed to be unconsolidated sediment, with low Young’s modulus
and strength. The radiuses of the elements were given randomly in the range 15.88–23.83 m. The spring constants are 5 × 108 N/m in both normal and shear
directions, the friction coefficient is 0.6, and the contact bond (controlling the strength of materials) is 106 N. The medium consisting of assemblies of disks with
these parameters is equivalent to a sediment layer with Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and compressive strength of 207 MPa, 0.24, and 13 MPa, respectively.
Dark gray and light gray arrows show the moving directions of the wall that would be moved in the modeling of reverse fault motion and normal fault motion,
respectively. B: Deformation field of the sedimentary layers caused by reverse fault motion. The reverse fault has a dip angle of 45° and has accumulated 300 m
of movement in the vertical direction. The shortening caused by this reverse faulting is 300 m because of the dip angle of 45°. C: Deformation field of sedimentary
layer caused by normal fault motion. The normal fault has a dip angle of 45° and has accumulated 300 m of movement in the vertical direction. The expansion
caused by this normal faulting is 300 m because of the dip angle of 45°.

2. Rigid Basement and Elastic Basement
Fig. 2 shows the shapes of basement deformed by reverse
faulting and normal faulting. The faults are assumed to have a
dip angle of 45° and an accumulative vertical displacement of
300 m.
The hollow circulars ○ and the solid circulars ● in Fig. 2
represent basement shapes calculated by the dislocation

solutions. The hollow circulars indicate the basement shape
caused by motion of a fault having a bottom depth of 15 km,
and the solid circulars indicate the basement shape caused by
motion of a fault having a bottom depth of 2.5 km, although
the bottom depth of 2.5 km might not be realistic. In addition
to the fault depths, we assumed in the dislocation modeling
that the fault reaches the surface and that its length in the strike
direction is 30 km with assuming a Poisson’s ratio of 0.25.
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From Fig. 2, we found that the elastic basement has a tilt in
both the footwall and the hanging wall and that the vertical
deformation reduced rapidly with increasing horizontal
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distance from the fault when the depth of the fault bottom was
shallow.

Figure 2. Displacement forms of basement caused by fault motion. Gray lines show the basement form in the rigid model. Hollow circulars ○ and solid circulars
indicate the elastic basement shapes caused by motion of the reverse fault with a bottom depth of 15 km and of 2.5 km, respectively. Displacements of the elastic
basement are controlled by Okada’s dislocation solutions [20]. A: Basement shapes deformed by reverse faulting. B: Basement shapes deformed by normal
faulting.

The gray lines in Fig. 2 illustrate the shape of the rigid
basement, which moved according to the model shown in Fig.
1(a). In this model, the basement is treated as a rigid body.
Thus, its shape will not be deformed and just will be moved by
translational and/or rotational motions.
Considering the above points, it seems that, even if the
accumulative vertical displacements are the same, the selected
basic basement model affects the shape of the basement, and
the shape of an elastic basement is also controlled by fault
parameters. The differences in basement shapes are expected
to affect the deformation field of sedimentary layers overlying
the basement.

3. Modeling Procedure
To express elastic behaviors of basement by use of rigid
elements, we modeled the basement as an assembly of n-1
rigid walls divided by n nodes (Fig. 3(a)), and we controlled
the wall movements by use of the dislocation solutions.
Concretely, at the i-th point, we added displacements (δxi, δzi),
given by the dislocation solutions, into the original coordinate
values (xi, zi) and created a new point, with new coordinate
values (x’i = xi + δxi, z’i = zi + δzi). We made a new wall with
new points and deleted the existing wall with the old points
(Fig. 3(b)). By repeating this procedure, we can move the rigid
basement as if it were an elastic body.
The wall must be moved step by step to obtain stable
solutions, because the motions of walls exert a large force on
elements and disturb the convergence of solutions. In each
step, displacements by small dislocations were assigned at
each point. Through this calculation cycle, accumulative large
deformation occurs in the basement and fault plane.

4. Numerical Examples and Discussion
To compare our modeling results with the previous
modeling results (Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)), we used the
sedimentary layer model shown in Fig. 1(a), that is, a
sedimentary layer model with a size of 900 m × 5000 m,
Young’s modulus of 207 MPa, Poisson’s ratio of 0.24, and
compressive strength of 13 MPa. In calculations of an elastic
basement, we employed the same elastic constants and fault
parameters as the parameters that gave the basement shape
shown in Fig. 2. To give the accumulative fault displacement
of 300 m, we gave a fault slip of approximately 424 m on the
fault plane because the dip angle was 45°. Calculations were
divided into 60 steps, and a slip of 5√2 m per step was
assigned to the fault plane. The basement was divided into 200
small rigid walls.
Results are depicted in Fig. 4. Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show the
deformation fields of sedimentary layers caused by the
motions of a reverse fault, and their bottom depths are 15 km
and 2.5 km, respectively. Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) show the
deformation fields of sedimentary layers caused by the
motions of a normal fault, and their bottom depths are 15 km
and 2.5 km, respectively. All sedimentary layers tilted along
with the deformation of the basement, and we found that the
deformed basement shape controlled deformation of the
sedimentary layers.
In the reverse fault model, the sedimentary layers have been
deformed upward convexly in the case of the fault bottom
depth of 15 km (Fig. 4(a)). In contrast, the sedimentary layers
have been deformed downward convexly (Fig. 4(b)), in the
case of the fault bottom depth of 2.5 km. In addition, we found
a small hollow at the top of the sedimentary layers on the
hanging wall side (arrows in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)), and the
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hollow seemed to appear on the hanging wall side boundary of
the trishear. These deformation trends and the small hollow
did not appear in the rigid basement models (Figs. 1(b) and
1(c)) and in the normal fault models (Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)).
In the normal fault model, we found an upheaval zone at the
surface of the sedimentary layers on the footwall side (arrows
in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)). Since the normal fault motion formed
upheaval and tilt in the elastic basement, the upheaval zones
seem to have been formed by the basement shape. In addition,
the gradient of the deformed sedimentary layer around the tip
becomes gentle if the bottom depth of the fault is shallow. The
deformation patterns did not appear in the rigid models (Figs.
1(b) and 1(c)) and in the reverse fault models (Figs. 4(a) and
4(b)).
These results show that the deformation field of the
sedimentary layers was affected by the other fault parameters,
even if the dip angle was the same. Consequently, there is a
potential that our modeling procedure can specify the fault
parameter that had played the most important role in forming

flexure and/or fault-related fold. Knowledge of the
deformation processes of sedimentary layers gained from
studies of the rigid basement model [16, 17, 18, 19] is very
useful and important for understanding the behavior of
sedimentary layers, and this knowledge should be discussed in
connection with the fault parameters.
The shapes of the deformed basement caused by fault
motion can be calculated in arbitrary locations or profiles in
cases where the dislocation solutions have been employed as
shown in present study. Hence, if we apply this modeling
procedure to interpretations of seismic reflections from
seismic surveys, even if the seismic profiles are set obliquely
onto faults, the basement forms can be modeled and the
reflections can be interpreted without special procedures. In
addition, because Okada’s dislocation solutions are based on
linear elasticity, the effects of more than one fault motion can
be introduced into one model by the superposition principle of
solutions, and it can be performed without extending the
analytic area.

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the procedure for introducing the dislocation solutions into the rigid basement and making the basement behave elastically. A:
The basement is modeled as an assembly of n-1 rigid walls divided by n nodes. B: Displacements (δxi, δzi) given by the dislocation solutions are added into the
original coordinate values (xi, zi) and new points are created as new coordinate values (x'i = xi + δxi, z'i = zi + δzi). A new wall is created with new points and the
existing wall with the old points is deleted.
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Figure 4. Deformation fields of the sedimentary layer. Black arrows indicate the location of a small hollow at the surface. The area enclosed by white arrows is
an upheaval zone. A: Deformation field of a sedimentary layer caused by the motion of a reverse fault at a depth of 15 km. B: Deformation field of sedimentary
layer caused by the motion of a reverse fault at a depth of 2.5 km. C: Deformation field of sedimentary layer caused by the motion of a normal fault at a depth of
15 km. D: Deformation field of a sedimentary layer caused by the motion of a normal fault at a depth of 2.5 km.

Although we applied Okada’s dislocation solutions as a
controller of basement motions in this study, the analytical
dislocation solutions based on the viscoelasticity and/or
poroelasticity [22, 23, 24, 25] can be also employed. These
solutions will contribute to expansion of the application of this
modeling procedure. In addition, their use in
three-dimensional modeling will play an important role in the
study of deformed structures (e.g., flower structure) of
sedimentary layers in lateral fault systems
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